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JBL portable speakers; your soundtrack,
wherever summer takes you

London, June 2021 – This summer is all about making the most of outdoor spaces to meet

up with your family and friends, and for that you need music! Whether it’s a camping trip, party

at the beach or the local park, pack a JBL portable. Powerful JBL sound, eye catching new

designs and massive battery life. JBL is here to provide the soundtrack to your summer

heatwave.

Avoid your beach party going flat with JBL Charge 5
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Take the party with you no matter what the weather. The JBL Charge 5 speaker delivers bold

JBL Original Pro Sound, with its optimised long excursion driver, separate tweeter and dual

pumping JBL bass radiators. Up to 20 hours of playtime and a handy powerbank to keep your

devices charged to keep the party going all night. Rain? Spilled drinks? Beach sand? The IP67

waterproof and dustproof Charge 5 survives whatever comes its way. Thanks to PartyBoost, you

can connect multiple JBL PartyBoost-enabled speakers for a sound big enough for any crowd

(no more than 30 outside of course!). With all-new colours inspired by the latest street fashion

trends, it looks as great as it sounds.

JBL® Charge 5 is now available for purchase on uk.jbl.com for £159.99

Enjoy a staycation with the JBL Clip 4

Cool, portable, and waterproof. The vibrant fresh looking JBL Clip 4 delivers surprisingly rich

sound in a compact package. The unique oval shape fits easy in your hand. Fully wrapped in

colourful fabrics with expressive details inspired by current street fashion, it’s easy to match

your style. The fully integrated carabiner hooks instantly to bags, belts, or buckles, to bring your

favourite tunes anywhere. Waterproof, dustproof, and up to 10 hours of playtime, it’s rugged

enough to tag along wherever you explore.

JBL® Clip 4 is now available for purchase on uk.jbl.com for £49.99



Grab your music and go with JBL Go 3

With its new eye-catching design, expressive details and rich JBL Pro Sound, the Go 3 is a

must-have accessory for your summer tunes. It’s IP67 waterproof and dustproof features allow

you to listen come rain or shine, and with its integrated loop, you can carry it anywhere. Go 3

comes in completely new shades and colour combinations inspired by current street fashion,

looking as vivid as it sounds.

JBL® Go 3 is now available for purchase on uk.jbl.com for £34.99



Take your party to the next level with JBL Boombox 2

Craving the heart-thumping bass of a festival headline set? Then power up the JBL Boombox 2

this summer. JBL’s loudest ever Signature Sound, new improved design and waterproof cred –

JBL’s latest portable ticks every box. The Boombox 2 has enough juice to last a whole festival

weekend thanks to 24 hours of playtime. So, whether you’re continuing the boombox heritage

with old school hip hop or pumping out the latest EDM tracks, the JBL Boombox 2 provides the

ultimate soundtrack through the day and night.

JBL® Boombox 2 is now available for purchase on uk.jbl.com for £404



ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.

Summer 2021 - whatever your plans, JBL is here to supply the soundtrack.
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